New Economics Journals†

Journal of Economic & Financial Studies
The Journal of Economic and Financial Studies (JEFS) (2379-9463) publishes theoretical and applied papers across all specializations of economics and its applied areas including accounting, business, and finance. JEFS encourages authors to submit papers dealing with new empirical questions or revisit an old theoretical and empirical knowledge in innovative ways across various specialization of economics. JEFS focuses on academic research those are more descriptive, sufficiently quantifiable, and normative than usual and aims to contribute in the academia by publishing and stimulating new knowledge. See the detailed scope. JEFS is a referred journal, published bimonthly by the LAR Center Press in print and online versions.

International Journal of Supply Chain Management
International Journal of Supply Chain Management (IJSCM) is a peer-reviewed Journal, ISSN: 2050-7399 (Online), 2051-3771 (Print), that publishes original, high quality, supply chain management empirical research that will have a significant impact on SCM theory and practice. Manuscripts accepted for publication in IJSCM must have clear implications for Supply chain managers based on one or more of a variety of rigorous research methodologies. IJSCM also publishes insightful meta-analyses of the SCM literature, conceptual/theoretical studies with clear implications for practice, comments on past articles, studies concerning the SCM field itself, and other such matters relevant to SCM. Regular articles accepted for publication in IJSCM must have clear implications for practitioners who manage product and process design, operations, and supply chains based on one or more of a variety of rigorous research methodologies.

International Journal of Business and Information Technology
International Journal of Business and Information Technology (IJBIT) is the international open access peer reviewed academic journal, is dedicated to advancing interdisciplinary and multifunctional academic research and management practices across business and information technology (IT) or information systems (IS). IJBIT strives to contribute to the incorporation of the fields of business and information, papers in the areas of business and information, management and technology, and theory and practice are highly welcomed for

† This list is consisted of the journals that entered to EconBib Index created by KSP. The list is updated with the each volume of JEB and incorporated the new added journals to EconBib. Please visit the official EconBib website www.econbib.org to see the contents of each journal. The journals, which may want to enter to the list and be indexed by EconBib, may find the conditions in EconBib website. “The register form” in the website should be submitted to the stated e-mail address. All journals within EconBib are updated automatically when new volumes of JEB are published. Detailed information about EconBib can be found in its website www.econbib.org.
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publication in IJBIT. The focus is to publish papers on state-of-the-art business and management strategies, finance and their integration with information technology. Submitted papers will be reviewed by professional editorial board members of IJBIT. The audience includes researchers, managers and operators for intelligent engineering and systems as well as designers and developers.

Economic and Business Review

Economic and Business Review is a refereed journal that aims to further the research and disseminate research results in the area of applied business studies. Submitted papers could be conceptual, interpretative or empirical studies. Literature reviews, conceptual frameworks and models that cover substantive insights are welcomed. Papers that employ either qualitative or quantitative research approaches, surveys, case studies, experiments or historical models can be considered for publication. It is expected that submitted articles contribute to increased understanding of the phenomenon studied and are efficiently written, methodologically clear, conceptually and empirically rigorous, readable and bias free. Authors need to highlight how the paper adds to domain knowledge or improves existing knowledge in the area of applied business research.

Economics Working Papers

The EWP (1804-9516) is a scientific peer-reviewed journal published in English in both paper and electronic version (on-line) with a unique ISSN number for both versions. Each issue deals with a different topic. One volume per year containing at least one issue is published. The EWP publishes original papers on current theory and methodology of economics and economic studies based on relevant empirical research. The aim of the EWP is to provide a platform for publishing and public discussing of longer studies (30 – 50 pages) usually not accepted by proceedings of scientific conferences and scientific journals. The publisher of the journal: Faculty of Economics of the University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice. Publishing the EWP is based on the Strategy of the Faculty of Economics realized as a tool of a long-term support to the research.

Engineering Economics

Engineering Economics (2029-5839). The scope of the articles in the journal are devoted to the analysis and assessment of the problems related to engineering economics, managerial decisions, new technologies, strategic models, etc. Thus, a good opportunity is presented to disseminate knowledge, research results, their practical application and further development.

Economics and Management

The concept of the Journal is to provide a broad and unified platform for revealing and spreading the economics and management research. It attempts to bridge the gap between the theory and practice in different sections of economics and management. The Journal also seeks to maintain the connection between science, studies and business by integrating the research results and feedback from business for the improvement of the study process. The trends of economics and management education, which must go hand in hand with the progress of research in these fields, are the topics of the Journal as well.
Public Policy And Administration

The journal 'Social Sciences' publishes results of research on complex social problems which require interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approach. We seek to include contributions on complex issues related to individual, group, organization's performance and its improvement, processes of integration both from a general philosophical point of view and with reference to global and local environment. There is also a focus on articles devoted to the development of social research that contribute to improving the ways of addressing complex social issues. This distinguishes the journal among other publications in the field.

Social Sciences

The focus of the journal is the Social Sciences and their fields (Management and Administration, Educational Science, Sociology, Economics). The concept of the journal emphasizes integration of the Social Sciences and cooperation among researchers (interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity).

New Proposals: Journal of Marxism and Interdisciplinary Inquiry

A transnational, peer-reviewed journal of Marxism and interdisciplinary inquiry that is dedicated to the radical transformation of the contemporary world order. Our Mandate: This journal represents an attempt to explore issues, ideas, and problems that lie at the intersection between the academic disciplines of social science and the body of thought and political practice that has constituted Marxism over the last 150 years. New Proposals is a journal of Marxism and interdisciplinary Inquiry that is dedicated to the radical transformation of the contemporary world order. We see our role as providing a platform for research, commentary, and debate of the highest scholarly quality that contributes to the struggle to create a more just and humane world, in which the systematic and continuous exploitation, oppression, and fratricidal struggles that characterize the contemporary sociopolitical order no longer exist.

Deakin Papers on International Business Economics

Deakin Papers on International Business Economics (DPIBE) is an online academic journal established primarily for students and is housed at Deakin Business School. DPIBE's aim is to publish short articles on various aspects of applying theories of economics and political economy to the international business environment. It seeks papers that present an original argument that is thought-provoking and accessible to anyone with an interest in the application of economics to international business.

Quarterly Economic Brief

Quarterly Economic Brief is a regular update on major macroeconomic developments in China. Its aim is to provide academics, business leaders and policy makers with a comprehensive and concise analysis of the most important economic developments and policy changes.

Journal of Business Anthropology

The Journal of Business Anthropology is an Open Access journal which publishes the results of anthropological and related research in business organizations and business situations of all kinds. This website is the home of JBA, and here you will find the Published Issues as well as Reviews of literature relevant
to the field. The journal also publishes Field Reports and Case Studies as they are submitted. Please refer to the relevant sections for updates.

Ledelse & Erhvervsøkonomi

Labour and Management in Development
Labour and Management Development (ISSN 1443-6698) is a journal publishing research on management and labour issues in nations undergoing accelerated economic development. What's new? LMD 15 is now up as the Current Edition. More contributions are expected over the next few weeks from authors currently making changes to their submitted articles. LMD 16 will be a general edition. Potential contributors should consult the notes on this site and make their submission on line. Anyone with ideas for other special editions is encouraged to contact the editor.

Nordic Journal of Health Economics
The Nordic Journal of Health Economics publishes empirical and theoretical research within the field of Health Economics. We aim to focus broadly and invite contributions on health economic topics from researchers both inside and outside of the Nordic countries. Special, but not exclusive, attention is given to topics that are relevant to the Nordic setting and to Nordic research agendas. Submissions should have a clear health economic approach and foundation (e.g. be positioned in relevant (health) economic literature and/or use economic methods and theory). If needed, the manuscript's relevance for the health economic field should be explained and motivated.

The Review of Regional Studies
The focus of The Review is based upon the founding vision of the SRSA; papers of potential interest are those that examine social, economic, political and behavioral phenomena that have a spatial dimension. The Review of Regional Studies has been provided as a service to the scholarly community by the Southern Regional Science Association since 1970. We publish high-quality scholarly research, and provide for wide dissemination as an open access journal with no fees of any kind.

Ecos de Economía: A Latin American Journal of Applied Economics
Ecos de Economia is an international journal of applied economics, with a particular interest in the quantitative analysis of economic, financial, and public policy issues and/or themes related to Latin America. Articles that include and analyze national data are particularly welcome, since these data are often unavailable to international researchers outside the region. The journal is not interested in manuscripts that are solely conceptual in nature.

Journal of Business Models
The Journal of Business Models is an open source, peer reviewed, international journal devoted to establishing the discipline of business models as a separately recognised core discipline in academia - as is already the case in practice. The key audience of this journal is academics and dedicated consultants. As this journal
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aims at pushing the knowledge of the field to a higher level, and to becoming a core discipline in due course, the rigorousness of the review process and the quality of the published papers naturally lend themselves to an expert audience. However, policy-makers, politicians, entrepreneurs and students with high academic aspirations will also benefit substantially from the mix of articles in this journal. For audiences with lower academic aspirations in academic terms but wanting to get a feel for the newest insights, models and application techniques, we refer to the bookboon.com textbook Business Models: Networking, Innovating and Globalizing.

Applied Economics Journal

Applied Economics Journal is a peer-reviewed journal of the Center for Applied Economics Research (CAER), Faculty of Economics, Kasetsart University, Bangkok. It was first published in 1994 as the “Kasetsart University Journal of Economics”. The journal title has been changed to AEJ since vol.17 no.1 (June 2010). AEJ is indexed in CAB Abstracts, IDEAS/RePEc and TCI. Two issues are published a year, in June and December. All articles are open access. No submission fee and page charge.

NIDA Economic Review Journal

NIDA Economic Review (NER) aims to report the results pertaining to various areas of specialization, including environmental economics, development economics, industrial economics, financial economics, international economics, monetary theory and policies, and other applied economics.

WMS Journal of Management

WMS Journal of Management

Journal of Environmental Management

Journal of Environmental Management

Journal of Social Development

Journal of Social Development

Ekonomski vjesnik/Econviews

Ekonomski Vjesnik / Econviews – Review of Contemporary Entrepreneurship, Business, and Economic Issues is intended for researchers and practitioners, and devoted to the publication of papers that contribute to the theoretical, methodological and empirical insights in the complex field of economics. Articles can be based on quantitative as well as qualitative analyses; they can be a synthesis of previous research and discuss open issues in specific areas of social and economic practice. The journal welcomes papers focused on different levels of analysis (from individual cases to small or large samples) and contexts (SMEs and large companies, industrial sectors, local, regional and national economies, international economics, branches of economy, healthcare and education, labour and demographics, natural resources and other socio-economic frameworks). The journal is focused on research in economics, business economics and entrepreneurship, however, as these are closely intertwined with other disciplines – information and technical sciences, law, sociology, psychology and other fields – multidisciplinary submissions are also welcome.
Proceedings of International Scientific Conference Business Logistics in Modern Management

International Scientific Conference Business Logistics in Modern Management aims to bring together scientists and experts engaged in problems of business logistics and distribution of goods and services with the purpose of exchange of professional opinions and scientific ideas.

Proceedings of Rijeka Faculty of Economics

The Concept of the Journal is focused on publishing articles dealing with economic theory as well as economic policies. It is primarily oriented to scientific papers, but it also publishes professional articles of exceptional quality that are estimated to contribute to economic theory and practice. The second part contains reviews of books and scientific works in the field of economics as well as those dealing with other related scientific fields. In addition, the Journal promotes international conferences, announces public tenders and provides useful information on other important events.

Doğuş University Journal

Doğuş University Journal (ISSN 1302-6739; e-ISSN 1308-6979) is a refereed, multi-disciplinary, bi-annual, periodical journal containing original papers both in English and Turkish. Published since 2000, in January and July, all research articles in the Journal are being double-blind peer reviewed.

The USV Annals of Economics and Public Administration

The USV Annals of Economics and Public Administration (ISSN 2285-3332, On-line ISSN 2344-3847, ISSN-L 2285-3332) appeared until 2011, inclusively, under the name of The Annals of the Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Fascicle of the Faculty of Economics and Public Administration (with ISSN 2066-575X). It appeared for the first time in 2001, when the Faculty of Economics and Public Administration organized the first symposium; after that, the symposium had a periodical organization and the journal appeared periodically, too.

METU Studies in Development

METUSD is one of the oldest journal in Turkey in the area of economics and administrative sciences, established in 1974. The journal is a double-blind refereed journal soliciting original research articles in the fields of economics, business administration, international relations, political science, and public administration. It is currently published as three issues per year, April, August, and December.

Journal of Agriculture and Environment for International Development

The Journal (2240-2802) of the Agenzia Italiana per la Cooperazione allo Sviluppo has been published since 1907 under different names. The Journal of Agriculture and Environment for International Development is an international, multidisciplinary journal dealing with agricultural production, biotechnology, food security, environment, remote sensing and natural resources evaluation, economics and social science, rural development and soil science. The Journal publishes scientific, technical and extensional papers concerning italian cooperation activities devoted to Developing Countries and Countries in transition.

Journal of Financial Studies

The Journal of Financial Studies (JFS) is the official publication of the Taiwan Finance Association (TFA). The JFS publishes important research across all the major fields of financial research. There are four issues a year in March, June, September, and December. We encourage scholars around the globe to submit their research to the JFS. The journal is included in the Taiwan Social Science Citation Index (TSSCI) of the Ministry of Science and Technology and the EconLit of the American Economic Association (AEA). The Editorial Board includes a chief editor, three associate editors and 36 editorial board members. Each submitted article is double-blind peer reviewed. All accepted manuscripts will be published in English. Authors submitting Chinese manuscripts must translate the manuscripts into English, ensure that translated versions are consistent with the content of the original manuscripts, and proof edit the translated versions to ensure that the English is professionally acceptable before publication.


JRBEM (2395-2210) publishes original research papers and review papers, as well as auxiliary material such as: research papers, case studies, technical reports etc. JRBEM follows a strict blind peer-review program, wherein the reviewers are not aware of the identities of the authors of the papers which are being reviewed by them. This policy is a recent amendment to the existing set of guidelines so as to prevent any sort of favoritism. The JRBEM reviewers are selected after thorough screening process. JRBEM has a process of inviting applications from prospective reviewers. However, the publisher also individually contacts and invites competent individuals to join the esteemed board of JRBEM reviewers.

Sinapsis

La revista Sinapsis (2145-969X), publicación adscrita al Centro de Investigación de la Escuela de Administración y Mercadotecnia del Quindío EAM, tiene como propósito la divulgación de artículos inéditos resultado de investigación en el campo de las ciencias administrativas, económicas, contables y financieras, elaborados por la comunidad académica nacional e internacional, que posean alta calidad editorial y científica, y sean evaluados por pares destacados en el ámbito académico. De esta manera, la revista Sinapsis pretende contribuir a la gestión socialmente responsable de la producción y difusión del conocimiento.

International Journal of Management and Marketing

International Journal of Management and Marketing is an open access international journal covering the study area of applied management and marketing, decision making, motivation, management of innovation, creativity and technology, green environmental technologies, information and communication technology management, new product / service development, operation and production management, marketing technology in management and marketing, strategic management, emerging technologies, organizational behavior, human resource management, knowledge management, process innovation, enterprise management and marketing, logistics, outsourcing, risk management, marketing research, market segmentation, positioning, pricing, relationship marketing, business marketing, social marketing, internet marketing, advertising, branding, customer service, customer behavior analysis theories and practice in marketing and management and business planning. Journal provides facility to its members
and readers to be updated to advancements through research publications. Journal is aimed at research enhancement by providing free access to literature in international markets.

**Journal of Business and Finance**


**Journal of Entrepreneurship, Business and Economics**

The Journal of Entrepreneurship, Business and Economics (JEBE) strives to comply with highest research standards and scientific/research/practice journals’ qualities. Being international and inter-disciplinary in scope, JEBE seeks to provide a platform for debate among diverse academic and practitioner communities who address a broad area of entrepreneurship, business and economic issues across the world.

**European Journal of Sustainable Development**

EJSD is a double blinded peer-reviewed open access journal, published under the supervision of the European Center of Sustainable Development. EJSD was established as the official journal of ECSDEV, to provide an international forum for debates among diverse disciplines, such as human development, environmental and energy economics, health education studies, and related fields. The main purpose of the journal is twofold: to encourage (1) integration of theoretical studies and policy studies on sustainability issues and (2) interdisciplinary works of energy economics, environmental policy studies, educational studies, sustainable agricultural development, health and food education, urban planning and related fields on sustainability issues. The journal also welcomes contributions from any discipline as long as they are consistent with the above stated aims and purposes, and encourages interaction beyond the traditional schools of thought.

**The Journal of Health Care Finance**

*The Journal of Health Care Finance*, a respected quarterly print journal for over 30 years, is now modernizing its operations and going fully online under the leadership of its long time Editor, James Unland. This will enable our Journal to (a) publish articles relating to major health care financial and policy developments in a
more timely manner, (b) publish articles without regard to article length restrictions
and (c) publish many more articles than was the case with the print edition. In
addition to these enhanced capabilities, we have been mindful of the increasing
number of excellent articles in recent years that have covered the health care
systems of nations outside the United States. Hence, we are starting an
International Section of our Journal. Several experts qualified in this area have
formed a special International Section Editorial Advisory Board under the
leadership of Professor Mustafa Younis, and we are looking forward to offering a
diverse array of informative and groundbreaking international articles as we move
toward truly global health care finance coverage.

**European Journal of Islamic Finance**

The European Journal of Islamic Finance is an open access online journal that
publishes articles and papers on a quarterly basis (every four months) that
contribute to the development of both the theory and practice of research methods
employed across the whole field of Islamic Business and Management, Finance
and Banking studies. The readers of this journal mainly include scientific workers,
college teachers and Phd students and other practitioners. The journal receives
manuscripts written in English. If this is the first time you contribute an article to
the journal, please format your manuscript as per the sample paper and then submit
it into the online submission system.

**Brazilian Review of Finance**

The Brazilian Review of Finance is the peer-reviewed and double-blind refereed
official publication of the Brazilian Society of Finance (SBFin), a non-profit
scientific society dedicated to the knowledge and practice of the theory of finance
in Brazil. The Brazilian Review of Finance is one of the instruments of SBFin to
achieve its goals and aspires to publish high quality technical articles in all areas of
finance and financial economics. The Review aims to be the main Brazilian
publication for the dissemination of quality research in finance, is published
quarterly and distributed to researchers, finance professionals, libraries, and
financial and governmental institutions. Manuscripts written in English and in
Portuguese are acceptable. Articles are published in the language in which they
were originally submitted, but may be translated into English, at the option and
expense of the authors, if accepted. The manuscript must be about corporate
finance, financial economics, financial markets, financial risk management, or
econometric and numeric methods in finance. Other subject areas, such as public
finance and accounting and economics in general, are not within the scope of the
Review. Theoretical and empirical manuscripts are welcome. Opinion pieces, case
studies, and teaching cases are usually not accepted. In case of doubt, the authors
should examine the published issues of the Review or contact the editors to
ascertain if their manuscript is adequate.

**Economic and Regional Studies**

The journal has narrowed its profile to the field of economic and social sciences
and it is also open to publishing materials concerning issues in management,
marketing, public finance and related fields. It is an open-access journal and
remains free of charges related to publishing and making the publications available
both to the authors and to Polish and international readers. The main mission of the
journal is to disseminate scientific knowledge and the results of research in the
above noted fields with particular emphasis on regions in Central and Eastern
Europe. The journal is however open to authors from other regions of the world.

We will especially welcome publications concerning issues related to the development of less advanced regions, peripheral regions, as well as those located in cross-border zones and on territories with development problems. We encourage researchers to submit materials on a broad range of economic and socio-economic issues, with particular attention paid to the economic aspect both from the perspective of theory and economic practice.

Journal of Creative Economy
The Journal of Creative Economy (2409-4684) is dedicated to studying the aspects of economic creativity as a source for economic growth mechanisms and innovations developing. The journal deals with institutional and macroeconomic issues such as knowledge management, development of human and intellectual capital, innovational development of the state and regions, formation of a national innovation system, and also with various practical aspects, including leadership and innovation management. Special attention is paid to the issues of creative and innovatively active professionals training at the institutions of higher and vocational education. The main content of the journal includes analytical reviews and the results of original scientific studies.

Russian Journal of Labor Economics
Russian Journal of Labor Economics is an international scientific and practical journal devoted to theoretical, methodological and practical aspects of work activities, including studies on labor market, social and labor relations, work productivity and efficiency, remuneration of employees, reproduction of labor resources, as well as other scientific materials in the context of the Higher Attestation Commission specialty passport “Labor Economics.” The journal publishes original research results in the field of labor economy and organization in Russia and abroad, analytical surveys, reviews, and short announcements of ongoing researches and labor statistics at the discretion of editorial board. All articles published in the journal are subject to mandatory peer-review.

Russian Agricultural Economic Review
Russian Agricultural Economic Review aims to provide official and the most complete source of the information on economics of agriculture, entrepreneurship, management and public administration. RAER publishes original research papers and reviews on both prospective and facts of agricultural industry development in Russia.

Russian Journal of Innovation Economics
Russian Journal of Innovation Economics

Journal of Economics, Entrepreneurship and Law
Journal of Economics, Entrepreneurship and Law

Russian Journal of Entrepreneurship
The Russian Journal of Entrepreneurship is devoted to studies in the field of economic, social, demographic, and legal aspects of entrepreneurship. The journal covers the issues of the entrepreneurial activities organization, management, marketing, state regulation, intercompany and public-private interaction, and particular field-specific and regional features of entrepreneurial units. The Editorial
Board places a special priority on the studies in the field of developing and incentivizing entrepreneurial activities. The main content of the journal includes analytical reviews and the results of original scientific studies.

**Global Markets and Financial Engineering**

**Russian Journal of Retail Management**
The Russian Journal of Retail Management is devoted to the scientific study to the wholesale and retail trade. The journal examines the economic, legal, social and technological issues of organizing trade. Particular attention is paid to the state regulation of internal trade in Russia. Priority is given to the research of improving the quality of retail services, provided to the public, and development of activity of trade organizations of modern formats. The aim of the journal is to create an information environment for discussion and exchange of ideas between professionals in the field of trade, the formation of the expert community. The journal authors are the professionals of retail and wholesale trade with extensive theoretical knowledge and practical experience, experts, staff of consulting organizations, lectures of business schools, the authors of training. The main content of the journal is the results of original research and analytical reviews. In each edition of journal is a review of current trends in the trading industry in Russia and abroad.

**The Journal Leadership and Management**
The goal of The Journal Leadership and Management is to become an information and expert center in the field of studies on the problem of leadership and leader qualities in the system of organization management. The main themes of the journal are leadership studies as an independent scientific area and as a management instrument in corporal economy, leader’s personal qualities as well as psychological and social aspects of leadership. The journal mainly contains research results, reviews, analytical overviews, announcements of scientific and professional events, polemic materials and collections of publications in Russian and foreign periodicals.

**Journal of Financial Innovation**
The Journal of Financial Innovation focus questions regarding the process and activities designed to promote financial innovation of financial products, especially when it comes to emerging markets. Given the transnational character of the Journal of Financial Innovation, manuscripts can be submitted in Portuguese and English, which will be published in English language.

**The Economic and Social Review**
The *Economic and Social Review* is Ireland's leading journal for economics and applied social science. The Journal is published four times a year. The *ESR* invites high quality submissions in economics, sociology, and cognate disciplines on topics of relevance to Ireland. Contributions based on original empirical research and employing a comparative international approach are particularly encouraged. The *ESR* incorporates a policy section that contains applied articles addressing
important questions relating to economic and social policy. While these articles do not necessarily have to contain new academic research results, they are subject to the same refereeing process as our academic articles. Suggestions to the Editor for specially themed policy sections are welcome.

Studies in Political Economy

Studies in Political Economy is an interdisciplinary journal committed to the publication of original work in the various traditions of socialist political economy. Researchers and analysts within these traditions seek to understand how political, economic and cultural processes and struggles interact to shape and reshape the conditions of people's lives. Established in 1979, SPE has, as a Political Economy Journal, become a major forum for people who identify with the struggles to overcome exploitation, exclusion and oppression in Canada and abroad. SPE is especially interested in work by, for and about Canadians, but it aims to be an international Political Economy journal. It welcomes contributions in every field of political economy and within all the traditions of socialist scholarship, including those which question established paradigms. Those who pursue progressive work within different frameworks will find SPE a venue for communicating with a wide and diversified audience. In addition to articles, Studies in Political Economy publishes interviews, short essays on contemporary political issues, review essays and comments on articles it has published.

Brazilian Review of Econometrics

The Brazilian Review of Econometrics (BRE) is the journal of the Brazilian Econometric Society (Sociedade Brasileira de Econometria) and publishes original articles that apply rigorous thinking and quantitative methods to economic problems. BRE has published in all branches of economics, theoretical and empirical, abstract and applied, since 1981 and has a long reputation as being the outlet for the most important articles in applied theory and econometrics from members of the Brazilian scientific community. BRE has gradually become more internationalized and currently publishes in English papers from scholars based around the globe and counts with referees that are worldwidely prominent researchers in their fields of specialization.

The Brazilian Economy

Founded in November 1947, Conjuntura Econômica is one of the oldest publications for expert economic analysis of both the Brazilian and international economies. Since February 2009, IBRE has published an English version of Conjuntura Econômica (The Brazilian Economy). Through this publication IBRE compares different periods of the economy, assessing both macroeconomic considerations and scenarios related to finance, administration, marketing, management, insurance, statistics, and price indices.

Journal of Operations and Supply Chain Management

Journal of Operations and Supply Chain Management is an international journal, published by Fundação Getulio Vargas - FGV/EAESP, twice a year (in the end of June and end of December) and available online since 2008. JOSCM aims to advance knowledge and stimulate practice in the field of Operations and Supply Chain Management. Its international editorial review board, composed by leading academics and practitioners from North and South America, Europe, Asia and other regions of the world, guarantees the publication of theoretical, empirical and case-based research that has both academic rigour and managerial relevance.
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JOSCM provides readers with papers in subject areas that have significant impact on thought and practice in OM and present challenges for the future. The primary audience includes researchers interested in advancing the field and practitioners managing product and process design, operations, and supply chains. JOSCM is a peer reviewed journal that does not charge APC’s or submission charges.

Revista Brasileira de Economia

The RBE is a generalist journal within the universe of academic economics publications. It publishes articles in various areas of economics. Any theme or methodology may be found within its pages, as long as they are at the frontier of their field of knowledge and possess the rigor and sophistication that have exemplified the publication from its very first issue.

Revista Conjuntura Economica

Lançada em novembro de 1947, a Revista Conjuntura Econômica já está há mais de meio século no mercado editorial. Acompanhando as mudanças e principais transformações que ocorreram no Brasil nesse longo período, a publicação é editada pelo Instituto Brasileiro de Economia da Fundação Getulio Vargas (IBRE/FGV), e se consolidou como a mais tradicional revista de economia do país.

International Journal of Electronic Commerce Studies

The journal publishes research and applied articles from all areas of Electronic Commerce. The journal encourages manuscript submissions from authors all over the world. Articles in the International Journal of Electronic Commerce Studies will include, but are not limited to the following areas.

The Scientific Journal for Economics and Management

The journal publishes both theoretical and applied original scientific articles in the field of economics and management. The journal was established in 1998. It follows the tradition started in 1971, and now discontinued, of the Collection of Scientific Papers, Series for Economics (ISSN 0139-8849) published by the State Pedagogical Publishing in Prague for the Faculty of Economics in České Budějovice, University of Agriculture in Prague. All papers submitted to the journal are subject to the double blind peer-revieving procedure. The editorial board chooses reviewers from among the most renowned academic and scientific personalities in their field of expertise. Only those papers with relevant scientific contribution are published, which have not been previously published, or offered or accepted in a different journal. The journal is open to all authors who fulfil the stated criteria. Papers are published preferably in the English language.

Journal of Administrative and Economics Science

Its purpose is to provide an opportunity for scholars to publish their original research in the field of economic and administration.

Library Leadership & Management

Library Leadership & Management (LL&M) is the official journal of the Library Leadership and Management Association. LL&M focuses on assisting library administrators and managers at all levels as they deal with day-to-day challenges. In-depth articles address a wide variety of management issues and highlight examples of successful management methods used in libraries. Features
include interviews with prominent practitioners in libraries and related fields, and columns with practical advice on managing libraries.